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Abstract
Distributed cloud based business management system is a fully functional, integrated, web-based, ERP that offers a unique value
proposition - a higher value at a lower cost. The system is for small and midsize enterprises that are looking for an integrated
system to manage their business. One that is capable of managing daily operations, optimizing business processes, improving
customer satisfaction and, ultimately, increasing profits. Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is an industry term for the broad set
of activities that helps an organization manages its business. Distributed cloud based business management system is business
management software. Now company no need to worry about managing their work. The Present System faces a lot of problems in
generating complex reports and maintaining the daily accounts of products.
Keywords: Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Open ERP, SMEs, Operations Management, ERP Designs and
Implementations
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed cloud based business management system is a process by which a company manages and integrates the important parts
of its business. It integrates areas such as planning, purchasing, inventory, sales, etc. Let us understand the root of the existing
system and need of solving the problem. Consider a trading company or the sells team of the manufacturing company. These
companies stack the material and take orders. Whereas there are different and geo-graphically distributed locations from where the
product can be ordered and warehouse or trading company’s offices are present at different places.
Centralized computing for distributed branches:
Now if an order of 10 items comes for Branch A and the stock of that Item is not present in Branchthen that order is lost as it’s a
very small window of time where customer need the answer for availability of Item, sells man has no time to check the item in all
other branches. For a single Order, there can be multiple items which are not present in Branch A. Here, This system allows the
sells person to look for the complete order in all available branches and processing it. Also, Inventory is updated branch-wise
automatically, as it will be taken care by the system.
Compare the prices – Cost saving:
There are different factors affecting the cost of the order for example
 Transport
 Local Taxation
 Offer stock etc.
Once the order is received by the company, Sells person should be able to know from where the ofshould beprocess to enhance
profitability and give best possible price.
Bulk order process automatically- Without manual intervention:
Saved order which is required per month or weekly from regular customers can be saved and executed quickly. Order should be
placed via- sending an excel sheet or placing it on internet URL.
Inter Branch transfer of Items:
Due to warehouse limitations or for logistic and tax reason or for safety purpose items need to move from one warehouse to other.
This case is very crucial to handle as stock should be exactly tally and inventory should be maintain correctly. This should be
handled by the system.
Eliminating Integration:
As the global database is maintained on the cloud, there is no need to write integration for different branches. In present situation
as there is no direct communication between different branches, separate integration system need to be maintained which should
be eliminated using proposed system.
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Auto Pilot mode for managing “Complete range of product all over the globe”:
As daily orders are process, the items can go out of stock and needs to be re-filled for future. This should be done again for all the
branches. System should support
 Automatic triggering of re-fill order for items which are below defined threshold level.
 Received on time, before it goes out of stock
 Placed in the same location
This will put the system on auto pilot mode and will no longer require a manual check.
In – Depth knowledge of the inventory / Reports:
As the data will be available on internet and systems are cloud based, Orders can be placed from anywhere in the world. This gives
the freedom of operation irrespective of location. Person need not to be
Present physically in the branch for taking the order.
Cloud based system - Orders can be placed from internet:
As the data will be available on internet and systems are cloud based, Orders can be placed from anywhere in the world. This gives
the freedom of operation irrespective of location. Person need not to be present physically in the branch for taking the order.
Easy Taxation, Transport management:
Taxation and transportation are most tricky part of the system as both are dependent on geographical location. System should
automatically calculate tax and shipment charges based on the selected branch and shipping address. All documents and prints
required for the transport e.g. L.B.T. and invoice order should be printed and available with the transport Carrier.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Impact of ERP Systems on Small and Mid-Sized Public Sector Enterprises. (Ashim Raj Singla, 2005 - 2008 JATIT)
Say that Enterprise Resource Planning software systems (ERP) encompass a wide range of software products supporting day-today business operations and decision-making. ERP serves many industries and numerous functional areas in an integrated fashion,
attempting to automate operations from supply chain management, inventory control, manufacturing scheduling and production,
sales support, customer relationship management, financial and cost accounting, human resources and almost any other data
oriented management process. ERP systems are designed to enhance organization’s competitiveness by upgrading an
organization’s ability to generate timely and accurate information throughout the enterprise and its supply chain. A successful ERP
system implementation can shorten production cycles, increases accuracy of demand for materials management & sourcing and
leads to inventory reduction because of material management, etc. Moreover it can be used as a primary tool for re-engineering.
However various studies have revealed that not all ERP implementations are successful. According to Gray A. Langenwalter
(2000), ERP implementation failure rate is from 40% to 60%, yet companies try to implement these systems because they are
absolutely essential to responsive planning and communication. The competitive pressure unleashed by the process of globalization
is driving implementation of ERP projects in increasingly large numbers, so a methodological framework for dealing with complex
problem of evaluating ERP projects is required.
Enterprise Resource Planning: An Open Source System (Anand Kr. Shukla, Ajay Indian member IEEE, Dec 2013 )
Says that ERP systems have assumed great importance in the IT sector because it offers myriad benefits which include sales
forecasting, centralization of data, order tracking, decision support, competitive edge, and many more. To achieve all such kinds
of benefits, FOSS (Free and Open Size Systems) are gaining importance in the IT industries. The main objective of this research
paper is to study how well Open ERP Systems can be implemented on SMEs. This research paper aims to throw light on how ERP
systems can be implemented on SME’S. Enterprises, carefully analyzing three things ; one :The model of Free and Open Source
Systems has been refined over the years , how that change will affect the future development of ERPs ,two : The business
environment for SME’s has become more complex through globalization, resulting in a need to develop more advanced technology
, three :challenges faced by the ERP vendors while developing such an ERP for SMEs. The backbone of this research paper lies
on the ERP systems and FOSS(free and open source system).Due to the advancement of technologies in the IT sector, ERP systems
have been widely used because of their benefits which include efficiency, cost saving, flexibility and majorly competitive
advantage. Open source ERP vendors offer affordable price for the development of the systems. Open source ERPs are suitable
for SMEs as well as large organizations. In general, Open Source refers to any program or software whose source code and some
other rights are made available for use or modification by others, under a software license that meets the Open Source definition
of the Open Source Initiative (OSI) or that is in the public domain. Open source software is usually developed as a public
collaboration and made freely available.
Comparative Study of Open ERP and its Technologies (Navita Jindal, Kanwalvir Singh Dhindsa member IEEE, July 2013)
This review paper focuses OpenERP as Open source alternative to Enterprise level implementations for small to mid-scale
Enterprises (SMEs) and how open source ERP development can affect these enterprises. The paper will discuss core technologies
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and methodologies that are necessary for low cost ERP implementations in SMEs. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software
comes as a suite of utilities that divides business processes broadly into the following conceptual areas in order to make the structure
of very complex software manageable, manufacturing, supply chain, financial, project management, human resource management
and customer supplier relationship management. In other words, there’s something for everyone who is involved with the
company’s management. As Enterprises mature and their requirements grow more and more functionalities are added to the system
which results in increased complexity of the ERP software and implementation. Opensource ERP is accountable for the
organizations seeking continuous adoption of the software to changing processes and needs. OpenERP released under the AGPL
license features Project Management, HR, CRM, Sales, Accounting, Manufacturing, and Inventory. OpenERP uses a three-tier
architecture written in Python [6]. The application tier is written as a core and multiple additional modules that can be installed or
not to create a particular configuration of OpenERP. The functionality of a module is exposed via XML-RPCs. Modules can insert
data in the database during installation by providing XML or CSV or files.
Organizational memory and the completeness of process modelling in ERP systems (Eveline Van Stijn, Anthony Wensley
IEEE member, 2001)
This paper focus on problems that may arise after enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems have been implemented ± the in-use
phase as we will refer to it. Various problems can be identified regarding the ERP systems in use. Because of the organizational
unwillingness or inability to make technology upgrades (Markus and Tanis, 2000), the enterprise system may take on the
appearance of a legacy system in disguise. Furthermore, the users may still be working around the system or maintaining old
procedures, instead of learning the relevant ERP capabilities (Marcus and Tanis, 2000). These problems are not only technological
and organizational in nature, but they also involve cognitive aspects, such as adjusting existing work methods, mental models, and
data-models. Hence, to solve the problems and enhance the ERP system successfully, it is necessary to view the ERP system in a
broad sense, including technological, organizational, and cognitive aspects. Focus in this paper on the knowledge that relates to
processes. Such knowledge may reside in many places within the organization. Some process knowledge is embedded in the way
the activities that constitute processes are structured both temporally and spatially. Other knowledge may be recorded in process
manuals that may record ``ideal’’ type processes as well as details of the functioning of processes on a regular basis. Yet other
knowledge may reside in the heads of individuals who work directly with the processes themselves or in automated activities or
sub-processes of the process concerned.
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) (MEHUL PATEL, DR. R. M. JOSHI
IEEE member, June 2014)
says that the importance of Customer is not limited to the Marketing function of an organization but now it is omnipresent variable
in any Organization. Organizational planning is mostly Customer centric and through which it is profit centric. Major larger
organizations deals with Customer Relationship Management with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) For accomplishing desired
success, organizations continuously strive for increased sales performance, superior customer service and enhanced customer
relationship management. To achieve these objectives you need solutions that provide rapid access to centralized customer
information. You should also be able to access detailed and up-to-date communication history to foster customer and prospect
relationships, close sales and streamline all customer contact activities. Resource ERP offers consistent and readily available
customer and prospect data, allowing you to manage pre-sales activities, perform automated sales processes, deliver consistent
customer service, evaluate sales and service successes and identify trends, problems and opportunities. The resource ERP CRM
Software module helps you know your customer better and includes many features such as activities, history, related contacts,
addresses of your customers and their relations with your competitors. The flexible database structures enables you whatever
information you would like to keep on your customer and maintains such information for your future reference.
III.

PROBLEM DEFINATION

The company having large network of distributors, super stockiest and retailers. Also having sales team, purchase team to manage
all the transaction. Currently all these companies are sharing their data in the form of files via emails or telephony conversation.
But human interaction may lead to problems like unavailability of files, inadequate data etc. All these problems lead to the need
for an integrated System such as Distributed Cloud Based Business Management System. They are having requirement of a
Distributed Cloud Based Business Management System for their various management and production processes. Because there is
no central location for the database, transactions are scattered which leads to below problems.
1) Duplication of data and efforts and inconsistency.
2) Manual intervention is required as users are scattered geographically.
3) Time required to process the order is longer.
4) Reports or analysis is very difficult to achieve.
If the owner of the company is not having proposed cloud based ERP, he/she will face loss of business as quick orders can’t be
processed and would end-up recruiting sales representatives to process orders.
In the proposed system services are exposed using cloud deployment so that they can self services i.e. they can placed their own
order anywhere from the world using internet or mobile phone through services provided.
 Placing a new order
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Manage and track order status
Cancel the order
Request for quotation
Company have different branches need to integrate cloud based ERP system as this is manage on cloud. Centralized monitoring
and centralized transaction eliminates the need of integration and give detailed analysis of overall company and branched
individually.
IV.



















OBJECTIVES

Benefits achieved using new System
On Cloud or local deployment
End user can place purchase order online!
Easy to use and user friendly GUI. Mobile and Tablet compatible UI.
Alternate / Options for each part from inventory over multiple brands – Rule based intelligence.
Landing price calculations – Formula based
Reporting and analytics
Integration with other systems
Low total cost of ownership
Improving integration, flexibility
Improved speed and efficiency
More complete access to information
Lower total costs in the complete supply chain
Shorten throughput times
Sustained involvement and commitment of the top management
Real-time information about inventory and order status
Easier to understand invoicing and pricing
Improved visibility on product delivery lead time
V. PRAPOSEDWORK

Distributed Cloud Based Business Management System is an integrated computer-based system used to manage internal and
external resources including tangible assets, financial resources, materials, and human resources. It is a software architecture whose
purpose is to facilitate the flow of information between all business functions inside the boundaries of the organization. An
Distributed Cloud Based Business Management System can either reside on a centralized server or be distributed across modular
hardware and software units that provide "services" and communicate on a local area network.

Fig. 1:

Client
In Distributed Cloud Based Business Management System, Client is business entity for which all the business activities are going
to be tracked. In Supply Chain Management ERP Solution we can create multiple clients for customer who is having multiple
business or companies. Each business can have separate client to tracks its activities independently without disturbing each other.
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Each client (company) can have different standards and processes to manage their activities. We can customize all the processes
for each client separately without disturbing each other’s implementations.
Organization/Company
Organization is entity within client. Means one business can have multiple legal entities, for which they are managing separate
accounts.
User
User is a person who is going his activities within application, i.e. employee can manage his daily activities or tasks, manager can
view reports or plan his activities, view the status of his orders, payments etc
Role
Role is responsibilities defined for the user, it controls the authorities or access within application. i.e.
Administrator – will have access to the ERP configuration module.
Accountant – will have access only to the Finance management module
Sales Representative – will have access only to the Sales management module
Manager – will have access to view all the reports etc...
Role is especially user for security purpose.
VI. MODULE HIERARCHY

Fig. 1: This figure describes the main modules of system.
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